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Toddlers relate to trunk troubles
The story of a baby elephant learning how to use
her trunk is one of the Little Big Book Club picks
for this month, writes Chris Hook

S

O WHAT does a full-time lost
toy detective/high-speed rescuer/bath-time patrol officer/
chef do in her time off?
Well, she writes children’s
books of course. If only for 20 precious
stolen minutes at midnight.
You see, Queensland author Tania Cox,
based in Ayr, has been busy over the past
few years with three young daughters aged
two, five and eight. The last book she had
published was back in 2008, but the first
book she wrote (albeit the second to be
published), Baby, is one of this month’s
Little Big Book Club picks of the month.
Cox wrote it before the little ones
arrived, when she had the luxury of time to
herself. Nowadays it’s not so simple.
‘‘With my writing now, I’m a bit of a
midnight owl – I write at midnight when
it’s all quiet,’’ Cox says. ‘‘It might only be 20
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minutes that I’ll sit down and do some
writing or it might be an hour, it just
depends how it’s all going, but I’m thinking
about it during the day . . . I do have it all
planned out before I sit down and it might
be an hour or maybe even two if I’m not
tired, but I do a lot of thinking about it
during the day, so come the night I’m not
wasting any time.’’
Cox is used to working hard. Before her
first book was published in 1999 (Baby
followed a year later) Cox, who has a
commerce degree, was working full-time
and studying literature and writing by
correspondence. She was also playing with
a few ideas for books. That was back in the

mid 1990s and her efforts gave rise to a
manuscript that would become Baby.
The story tells of a day in the life of a
baby elephant who is trying to learn how to
use her trunk and behave as elephants
should.
‘‘It came about after I’d been reading
quite a bit about elephants,’’ she says.
‘‘I just love animals, so just thinking
about the life of a baby elephant, the way it
has to learn to do so much with its trunk,
that’s the way Baby came around.’’
The book is beautifully illustrated and
structured. Intended for very young
children, there is a lot they will
recognise in Baby’s struggles.
‘‘When I wrote Baby I wasn’t a
parent and I didn’t know there was
so much involved in learning how
to use a trunk. It was just hilarious,
and I thought it was such a nice
and lovely story to tell and now
looking at it as a parent it does
relate to all the trials and
tribulations that children go
through, all part of the learning
curve although thankfully we
have no big ears to stand on.’’
But it needed shaping and a
call to the Australian Society of
Authors put Cox on to illustrator Ann James, who became a
mentor to Cox (and remains a
close friend). She helped refine
the structure of the book and
ended up illustrating it.
‘‘She was like an editor, with all her
experience,’’ Cox recalls.
Although her publishing
career is on hold, having
young kids means Cox
can enjoy picture
books in a different
way – reading to her
children.
‘‘It is a lovely experience,’’ she says. ‘‘Sometimes you get
so busy and you think, ‘Well, apart from
the normal routine what have we actually
done together today?’ And it is so nice to
sit down at night and to have that time to
read a couple of books. It is just lovely, so I
read every night to them.’’

BABY LOVE: The title
character from the book
Baby (above) and (below)
author Tania Cox.
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REVIEW
THE Diary of Anne Frank put a young, human
face on the Holocaust.
Three generations of readers have been
dumbstruck and moved to tears by the young
Jewish girl’s thoughts in the midst of the horror
of World War II.
Any story of children in war, of the injustice of
racial persecution, of a family trying valiantly to
survive when all about are dying, will always
struggle in the face of the frank, clear writings of
that girl in hiding.
But works of fiction can find a way through the
cracks, and so it is with this book.
Let Me Whisper You My Story is the tale of
Rachel, a Jewish girl in Germany.
She tells of her happy, comfortable life, of being
uprooted and shunted into Nazi-sanctioned
accommodation, of her family being torn apart.
Hers is a tale of survival, of accepting help when
it is offered and of doing whatever it takes to
stay alive.
There are all the essential ingredients: hiding,
starvation, fear, blankness in the faces of those
dearest to her. For book lovers who have not
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read Anne Frank’s story, this is an eye-opener.
For those who have, it could be a little tired.
The tale moves along at a good pace, with
enough detail to sustain the attention of young
readers. By the nature of the topic, and talented
writing, there are hold-your-breath moments
and emotional pangs.
The Australian twist also gives the story extra
appeal for some. Those who helped the children
in the war, and risked their own lives by doing so,
are given special pride of place in this story.
Jane Fynes-Clinton

WITH its textured cover, blue text, ballpointetched chapter numbers and elastic strap, this
book cries ‘‘look at me’’ from its perch on the
young adult shelf.
And it should shout ‘‘look at me’’, for Jandy
Nelson has crafted an intelligent, heartfelt story
spiced with a cast of eccentric and likable
characters.
Central to the tale is clarinet-playing, Heathcliffobsessed Lennon ‘‘Lennie’’ Walker, who is
grieving the sudden death of her adored elder
sister Bailey.
The book reaches deeply into the grief process
through the intensely personal accounts of
teenage Lennie, who is crushed by sadness and
loss, but also guilt as her own life stumbles on,
complete with blossoming romance and some
wrong decisions.
How can she maintain the friendship of her best
pal and even the closeness of her own family
when she is a world away from the person she
was when Bailey was alive? How will she ever
play music again, and how can she be
contemplating boys at a time like this?
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Again confirming its ‘‘something different’’
young adult leaning, the story is interspersed
with the notes Lennie writes whenever
the moment strikes on her journey through grief,
which take the reader even further
into her world.
The subject is lightened by Nelson’s beautiful
and thoughtful writing, and the cast she has
drawn with all their funny chinks, quirks and
family twists. They’re a colourful bunch who will
be remembered after the final page.
Wendy Hall
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